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In the meantime local fighting had continued in the Polish salient of the Vistula. It was doubtful how far this engaged the attention of the Russians. On the whole, one cannot expect any great advantage from such diversions as long as the enemy's troops are to be relied upon and remain steadfast. They only become of importance when the command feels it is losing its grip of affairs as the result of unfavourable events. As soon, however, as demonstrations develop into tactical actions which may produce fairly important local successes, matters assume quite a different aspect.
In order to make the Russians believe that our offensive was to continue, the gth Army was to attack in full force in the neighbourhood of Balimow at the end of January. For this purpose our General Headquarters placed eighteen thousand rounds of gas shells at our disposal. It is characteristic of our ideas at that time that this amount of ammunition was considered something quite exceptional. In the East we were never short of ammunition. We always had as much as was possible for the supply services to bring up on the bad roads during open warfare, and in trench warfare no great dumps were made in those days. In the West, however, conditions were different —ammunition was very short there indeed. None of the warring nations had estimated correctly either the effects of concentrated artillery fire, or the consumption of ammunition.
When I was Director of the Operations Department before the war, I continually pointed out the necessity of increasing our ammunition supplies in peace to such an output that it would last until deliveries were forthcoming under war-contracts. I was unsuccessful in getting even anywhere near the required amount; but even if my proposals had been adopted, there would have been a shortage, because the rate of consumption was too enormous. But we should, at any rate, have been able to overcome the crisis sooner, and perhaps got well ahead
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